ou wouldn't nomlally expect a piece of fish that you are eating to be older
than your most aged acquaintance, but, if the fish is orange roughy, it could
well be. Most of the fish we eat, like the other animals we use for food, have
life spans considerably less than ours. Orange roughy, the quaintly named
fish that has only recently arrived in our shops and restaurants- where it
is often called deep-sea perch- is a striking exception.
Although the fish as a species had been known for some time from its occurrence in
small numbers in the Northern Hemisphere (wHh the scientific name Hop/ostetlws
allmrliws), sufficient quantities to make it a commercial proposition were discovered only
about 10 years ago by New Zealanders, and shortly thereafter near Tasmania.
Australia's fishjng Aeet started taking the new fish in 1985, with a catch of 400 tonnes.
But then fishermen found dense aggregations of roughy off Tasmania's north-western
coast, and elsewhere shortly afterwards, and ca tches rose to 4600 tonnes a year later.
They have been increasing ever since.

Y
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ne of the reasons
growth. This radium-226.
that orange roughy's
with a half-life of 1600
potential remained
years, decays slowly into
unknown for so long is that
an isotope of lead (leadit Jives at great depth. Most
210), with a half-life of 22·3
commercial fishing takes
years. The decay rates of
place on the continenta l
the two isotopes (which are
shelf - in tenns of nuknown) determine their ratrients and biomass, the
tio in the otolith. Measrichest part of the ocean uring that ratio, therefore,
which extends down to
can tell us how much time
about 200 m. But orange
has passed since the raroughy Jives at a depth of
dium-226 was inco~
1000 m or more.
rated.
It differs from most comOf course, like any other
mercial fish in other ways,
technique, this one detoo. The first facts that scipends on certain assumpentists need to know to adtions. such as that the otvise on effective manageolith takes up radium at a
ment of a commercial fish
constant rate, and very litspecies in dude the animal's
tle lead-21 0 at all . However, it seems likely that
life span and the age at
which it reaches sexual mathese assumptions are reh•rity. Usually, the otolith,
alistic. Dr Fenton's analya small bone in the ear,
ses showed that orange
helps measure the aging
roughy mature at about 32
process. As with the trunk
yea rs of age, when they are
of a tree, each year a new
about 32 cm in length.
'shc.IJ' of growth appears,
Older fish, ranging in size
and slicing the bone and
from 38 to 40 cm, were escounting the rings can give On board a res earch vessel, a CSIRO scientist gathers data on s ize and
timated to be 77 years or
a fair estimate of a fish's age weight of whol• fish and various organs.
more. Of those she sambec.~use, unlike mammals,
pled, the oldest specimen
fish continue to grow throughout their sidera ti on if you wa nt fish to be avail- was about 14-9 years!
lives. (The technique is not foolproof, able forever.
The fishlng industry didn't know
Because of the importance to the in- this, or much else, about orange
as some years may see no g rowth ring
or rings may be added more often than dustry of accurate age determ..inations, roughy when the first catches were takOr Gwen Fenton of the Zoology De- en in Australian waters. New Zealand
annually.)
Otolith observations on orange pa rtment at the University of Tas- boats had found fish spawning in large
roughy gave scientists a number of mania, in collaboration with Dr Steve aggregations, which made for good
quite different results. Early estimates Short of the Australian Nuclear Science and easy catches, but Australian boats,
for the age of sexual maturity ranged and Tcdlllology Organisation, adopted al though they had found some small
from 5 to 12 years. However, other re- another techn ique. She measured the aggregations, did not find the first one
searchers studying very young fish ratio of isotopes of lead and radium in in our waters in which spawning was
concluded that they grew on ly slowly o toliths.
occurring - off St Helens on the castThe techniqu e utilises the fact that an ern coast of Tasmania- until 1989.
and estimated that 20 years would be
the age at maturity. A late maturing im- isotope of raditun occurring naturally
Spawning aggregations arc denser
plies that a population can take a long in small amounts in the environment is than ordinary schools and are pretime to replace itself - a vital con- incorporated into the otolith during its dictable, as the fish spawn at almost
the same time every year,
Or.mge roughy is caught off eastern ;md
presumably responding to
s ou thern T asmaniot.
some cue in their environment. But how heavily
could the St Helens aggregation be fished v.<ithout
long-tenn damage to the
resource? What proportion
of the total biomass of fish
would the annual catch
represent? Could such
catches be sustained indefinitely?
To help find out, Or
Tony Smith and Dr Tony
Koslow, of the CSIRO Division of Fisheries in Hobart,
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earned out a survl'Y of the fish off St
llelens in July 1990 during an annual
spawning aggregation. The fishmg
ground, centred around a n underwater
'hill', had by this time been closl'd to
commercial fishtng.
Fisheries biologi~t., have developed
various techniquL>s to estimate the bio·
mass of fish StOl k~, and as nobody
knew which would be most swtablt>
for a~sessing orange roughy spawmng
aggrcgations because nobody had ever
tried to <.-stimate this speck's' stocks, the
CSJKO team adopted several different
approaches.

0

ne involved counting the eggs
released. Using a plankton net
more than a metre in diameter,
lowered to a mca~ured depth and then
hauled up vertically, the scientists were
able to measure the number of eggs m
a known volume of water. This was
al-.o useful because for the first time it
allowed larvae to be caught, and en·
abled researchers to record stages in
the development of the egg. Of cou rse,
relating this to fish numbers relies on
knowledge of the average egg pro·
ductlon per fish, and of whether a sig·
nificant proportion of eggs sink to the
bottom and escape measurement factors that are not yet fully cs·
toblished.
The most effective tool was an acoustic sounder, wh1ch sends out a sound
and detects anythmg that reflects it.
Obviously the sea-bed does, but so too
do schools of fish and, with luck and
'>kilL scientists can distinguish their dif·
fcrcnt echoes from the bottom signal.
(The particula r device used sent out c1
split beam, producmg a stereo effect to
improve detection.)
The problem lit'S m knowing whcth·
er the 'marks' that reg1ster on the echo·
sounder's screen arc orange roughy or
other species. (F1sh do have various
'reflectivities' but the differences are

rarely great enough to permit unambiguou' Identification of a 'pL'Cil'S.)
To help solvt> this, the scicnt~t~ lowered a camera down through the acoustic marks, taking photograph' at
knovm depths. 11tey saw most orange
roughy at the bottom, whereas many
echoes hac.l b~'Cn above it. They then
put down trawling nets to depths close
to the sea-bed where marks had registered. But the nets caught relatwely
few orange roughy.
Were all the mnrks other species
then? Some were, as the roughy MC
hunters and feed off smaller fish. But
soon it became clear that, as the camera
on its mounhng came within about 100
metres of a 'mark', whatever comprised
the mark ~tarted to disperse. To help
reveal the n,tture of the schoolt>d fish,
the scientists placed the transducing
pnrt of the echo-sounder near a mark
but at least 100 m away to avoid scattering the shy fi~h, and such closeness
enabled the acoustic system to resolve
individual fish as marks. Many of the
fish detected in this way were mdecd
of orange roughy size, suggt>stlng that
they did comprise many o r the 'dis·
.tppearing' marks.
Despite the 15 000 tonnt>s taken from
St Helens Hill bv commercial boats before that fishery was dosed, 1t''< clear
that not everything around the area is
orange roughy. llence, estimating the
biomass of thl' spawning aggregation
by echo-sounding is no easy task, and
the scientists arc still analysmg their
data, and preparing for further field
work this year using the new CSIKO research vessel 'Southern Surveyor'. So
far, the best estimate of the biomass in
that area is 57 000 toJtOes - although
the egg-sampling tf'chnique l>uggested

The fish fetch high prices.

a greater abundance- but Or Koslow
stresses that the true figure could lie
between half and double this weight.

0

range roughy is now our largest
'fi<h crop', in terms of both
monetary value ($50 m1llion in
1989) and tonnes netted. But for such
an important fishery it has a woefully
small biological data-base. Dr Koslow,
in collaboration with 01v1sional colleague Or Cathy Bulman, has recently
completed research on the d1et of
roughy m south-eastern Austrahan waters, m vn attempt to make good some
of our ignorance of the basic biology of
this d enizcn of the deep.
T-on~otS.. F'4hot\o$
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The roughy's sliver lining
As orange roughy catches have increased massively since 1985, so problems,
caused by not knowing what to do with so much fish, have started to emerge.
What we actually eat - on the form of processed fillets - constitutes only 30% of
the roughy catch. What can we do with the unwanted parts of millions of expensive
fish- dump them? In 1989 on Tasmania , the dumping of waste from the processong
of orange roughy caused a public outcry, not least about the envoronmental prob·
lems that lt caused. But, according to CSIRO scientists. much of this waste could be
put to good use.
Dr Peter Nichols and Dr Jenny Skerran, of the Division of Oceanography, and Dr
Noel< Elliott of the Division of Fisheries conducted various chemical analyses of some
of the components of the head, swim bladder, frame and skin of roughies used for
hllehng.
Orange roughy contams a lot of oil - ondeed oil comprises about 18% of the
fish's weight Its sworn bladder, which gives it buoyancy, is full of a wax ester,
whereas many fish have an aor-hlled bladder. In the tossues, these anomalously
active bottom-dwellers do not use tnglycerides for their energy storage as do most
other vertebrates, but instead more wax esters. Although we cannot doges! or ab·
sorb these, too much wax can cause diarrhoea. However, we would need to have a
very large orange roughy binge to reach that stage!
More importantly, the wax component makes roughy oil a possible substitute for
sperm whale oil or jojoba oil. 11 could be used as an Industrial lubricant or in the
tanning industry. The scoentists believe it could be worth about $1 per kg. From a
10 000-tonne catch could come about 1800 tonnes of ool, representing a wondfall of
$1 ·8 million and far less envoronmental damage.
Fish oil has also been in the news for its importance in human nutrition. The
CSIRO scientists found that the useful fatty acods that we can get from fish (called
EPA and OHA) were present in much smaller amounts in the oil in the edible llesh of
orange roughy compared with that ol other commercoal Australian hsh. That is not to
deny that orange roughy is good for you and makes a delicious meal - it simply
means that if you are in search of EPA tor your heart's sake you won't find much of it
there.
The detailed analysis of all the components of roughy 'grease' has enabled the
scientists to construct a chemocaf profile of the fosh. Consequently, in future, fish·
waste pollution wolt be more readily tracked and easoly ldentrfied as originating trom
roughy. And this unusual hsh woll be giving us more than just ots sweet flesh.

Sdenlist Jenny Ske,..ll extracts orange roughy oil.
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The intrepid researchers examined
the stomachs of nearly 7500 fish caught
in Australian waters in 1988/89 and
found that roughy. with their char·
acteristically large mouths, enjoy a
good feed. The juveniles prefer crus·
taceans, bu t switch to squid and other
fish as they get older and larger.
By careful deductions, based on observations of stomach fullness and
records for ca tcll· times, the scien tists
concluded that the fish feed in the afternoon and into the first half of the
night. From midnight to midday, they
eat a minimum. However, more than
half th(' stomachs examined contained
no food, and often those that did have
some contained only quite welldigested material. This suggests that
the fish start dig('sting thcir meals rapidly, emptying their stomachs quickly,
but then spend a longish period with
an empty stomach while intestinal di·
gestion and absorption proceeds.
Calculations of the weight of food
consumed revealed another unusual
aspect of roughy. Biologists know that
deep-water (ish have a low m('tabolic
rate - often ten to a hundred times
less than that of surface species. This is
partly an adaptation to the fact that
food is harder to come by at depth, because light for primary production is
non-existent.
Deep-dwelling fish generally stay
still, swimming slowly if at all, and do
little. By contrast, Dr Koslow and Dr
Bulman concluded from their dietary
analyses that orange roughy must h,wc
a metabolic rate an order of magnitude
greater than other non-migrating fish
living at a similar depth. Recent work
by other biologists has suggested that
roughy, with their well-developed
musculature (which makes them good
to eat), live on areas with high currents
sweeping over the ocean bottom, and
have to exert themselves to maintain o
position against the current. Hence,
they ca nnot conserve energy by in·
activity, like other deep-water fish .
On a proportional basis, they evidently need to eat more than other fish
of the deep; consequently abundant

stocks of roughy can only occur 1vhcre
prey is not lim1tcd. it also cxpl~ins
their slow growth r11tc. If they Jive in a
zone thal is relatively poor in food
compared with the top 200 m, yet a rc
abo active, t hen they have littlc energy
left ovcr for rapid growth. That is why
it t<~kes them 20 years to reach a length
of just 30 cm .

What's where in the deep blue so•
lop few l ens of melres

sou1hem bluehn luna

4~100m

deep sea lrevalla

100-600m
blue grenadier

500-700m
gemflsh (or hake)

500-000 m (occas10118lly near surface)

orange roughy

1 ~ 1 200m

!early, such slow-growing fish
differ grea tly from other species
caught for human food con·
~umption.
Knowk'<lge of other fish·
cries is inadequ Ate when 11pplied to
roughy. It's dcar that the fish Cilnnot
regenerate their s tock as fast as other
commercially exploited Spectl'!> Can
the roughy boom continue?
The opinion of the CSIRO scientists is
that it canno t. If we wish to have this
exceptionally v.1luable fish av,tilablc to
cam export dollar~ years from now,
then we must reduce the quantity that
we are currently netting. Dr Smith be·
licves that, for the cust coast Tasmanian
s tock, the 'total a llowable catch' must
be reduced from its current 12 000
tonnes (a t which it was set without accur3te knowledge of stock Si/t.'S) to no
more than 2700 tonnes. Even if this fig·
urc is wrong by n factor of two (which
it could be in ei ther direction), clearly
we can' t conti nue taking the fish at the
level that we have for the last few
years, which is bad news for the 5-I
roughy-fishing boats operating in the

C

.1rca.

The ocean depths - I k m or more down- are home to orange roughy.

O f course, oril nge roughy t!Xbts elsewhere in our territorial waters. in·
eluding sou thern Tasmaruan waters
and the Great Australian Bight. Suffice
it to say that Ottly further research and
i t~ Cil reful applkation will ennble us to
know how much roughy frorn other
sites constitutes a ~ustainable catch. We
~hould then be able to exploit thts new
lugh-quality resou rce for a long time to
come.

Roger Beckmmm
More about the topi c
Agl' determination of orang~ roughy,
I loplostetllll> ntlnnticus (Pisce., Tra·
chichthyid11e) us ing 210Pbf226Ra disCl(uilibria. C.E. Fenton, S.A Short
and D.A. RitL. Mnri11e Biology, 199·1,
108 (in press)
St Helens roughy ~itc- 1990 :.cason. ).
Lyle. Austrnlitlll Fislzenes, 1990, 49
(10), 27-8.

Biomass survey of orange roughy at St
Jlelens. A. Smith and A. Kos low.
Au,fmliall F1slzmi'S, 1990, 49 (10), 2931.
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